
  

Hello friend,
 

Welcome back to SolV's monthly journal, SolVing for Why! We are so pleased to

bring you insights on the issues that matter in employee benefits and healthcare.
 

This month's issue features:

$10 billion opioid settlement from CVS & Walgreens
Further insight into what employees want in benefits
SolV team member Spotlight!
Larger-than-usual IRS limit increases
Hospitals' ruse to grab federal funds
SolV's President back in the Media

 

Let's SolV for Why together!
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CVS & Walgreens Settle Opioid Lawsuits for $10B
On November 2, the two largest pharmacy chains in the U.S. announced agreements

with local governments and Native American tribes to settle lawsuits (without

admitting wrongdoing) over their role in the Opioid Crisis. Under the plan, CVS would

pay out $5.03B over a decade and Walgreens would pay $4.96B over 15 years. For

context, the companies' 2021 profits were $7.9B and $2.51B, respectively. Read

Time's reporting to get the full picture of how America's drug system is being held to

account.

Post of the Month
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What Employees Want in 2023 Open Enrollment 
Times are certainly uncertain during this year's Open Enrollment. That means

employees are looking for "stability and protection" in their insurance and benefits

choices. Interest in supplemental coverage is surging and 70% of employees said

paid leave benefits contributed to their job satisfaction and company loyalty. Read

the Four Takeaways from Lincoln Financial's latest survey on employee sentiment.

Team Member Spotlight
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Last month, we began celebrating our incredible teammates in a new way! Our first

honoree is Brandon Hiester, SolV's Implementation Specialist. Want to learn a little

more about him or his role? Check out our highlight of who Brandon is and how he

serves our clients to the highest possible level.

Ensuring Compliance
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IRS Announces New 2023 Health Benefit Limits
If you have (or offer) a high-deductible health plan, an HSA or an FSA, dollar limits

are rapidly changing. While the IRS typically bumps these numbers up $50 or $100

each year, 2023 is seeing some massive adjustments due to unusually high inflation.

Check out the new amounts & limits to see the stark difference from last year.

A Closer Look
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Hospitals "Pleading Poverty" But Doing Just Fine
"Contrary to the public perception, the industry benefited from the pandemic." This

incisive comment came from Ge Bai, PhD, CPA who is one of the country's leading

experts on healthcare accounting, finance, and policy. Even though U.S. hospitals

systems - for the most part - are awash with cash and exceeding Wall Street's

expectations, the American Hospital Association is pleading for even more financial

assistance. Read this Wall Street Journal story to see why they don't need it.
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Level Setting Expectations with Our Clients
Separating fact from fiction in healthcare and employee benefits is difficult work, but

our President is up to the task. Brittney talks about what led her to co-found SolV,

and why two-sided transparency is foundational in all aspects of business. Then, she

clears up common misconceptions that companies have about what they can expect

working with benefit brokerages of varying sizes. Spoiler: Bigger isn't always better.

Listen to the lively and wide-ranging conversation between Brittney and Dennis!

(For extra credit, check out our CEO and a SolV Consultant on the same podcast!)

 

A Little About Us
 

SolV is an employee benefits consulting firm committed to bringing transparency,

truth, and light to an industry that we believe has veered far off its path, fueled

by corporate greed and backroom deals. All of us have seen firsthand how
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employer and patient interests have become secondary to the pursuit of profits.

We think that's wrong. And we've resolved to do something about it.
 

The Sol in our name is a nod to the sun, which shines light in dark places. The V

stands for virtue, representing our dedication to truth, authenticity, and justice.

The three colors in our logo reflect our threefold commitment to our clients, our

employees, and our vendor partners (in that order). Our mission is to lay

aside greed and to put the interests of those we serve above our own. Always.
 

Thanks for reading and we can't wait to see you again next month!
 

Sincerely,
The SolV Team

SolV Independent Insurance Associates, 4170 Douglas Blvd, Ste 100, Granite Bay, CA 95746, US, 916-865-3244
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